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Even though Thailand currently is the leader for automotive parts manufacturing in ASEAN, it is 
necessary for the country to make well adjustment and preparation in order to take up the highly 
increasing competition in the near future. However, Thailand may not be considered as the only 

automotive parts manufacturer anymore since most investors are seeking for other manufacturers deriving 
from the rising energy and personnel costs. Thus, Thailand should prepare to maintain its leadership 
position within this region.

It’s been over 37 years that Thai Auto-Parts Manufacturer Association (TAPMA) has supported its 
members in automotive parts production and manufacturing quality to be able to meet or exceed 
international standards in the global market. Thus, from an intensive competition in the world market, 
Thai automotive parts manufacturers also have gotten some impacts from the market condition as 
well.  Therefore, we need to add values and build confident for the car makers and consumers as well. 
To be able to accomplish that, our members would need a good source of information on automotive 
parts analysis and testing facilities to maintain their premium quality standard of automotive parts 
production.

On behalf of Thai Auto-Parts Manufacturer Association, I would like to thank to NSTDA, Thailand Automotive 
Institute (TAI) and Green World Publication Co., Ltd. for compiling the Directory of Thailand Auto Parts 
Testing & Testing Equipment Services 2015/2016 which TAPMA believes this comprehensive testing 
service directory will be a useful source of information for all members.

Amidst many challenges related in the automotive parts industry that are taking place all over the world, 
I would like to take this opportunity to offer my best wishes to our members and all stakeholders in this 
industries for the greater success in the future.
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